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Lesson Plan for Teachers
The lesson plan in this correlates to the book Hidden Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly.
This plan shows the history of the desegregation in the state of West Virginia and provides facts
about what happened during that time. This will give you the ability to give a brief history to
fully understand the hardship for African Americans, and also to show students how the
education system has changed overtime. This history lesson connects with Hidden Figures
because there is a direct connection to the educational system to the real-life people Katherine
Johnson and Dorothy Vaughan. Both had attended schools in the state of West Virginia
(particularly in the Morgantown area). Dorothy’s family moved to Morgantown, West Virginia
when she was eight (Shetterly, 28). She then went through school there, graduating from
Beechurst High School as the valedictorian (Shetterly, 28). Katherine was a college student at
West Virginia State College but went for a semester at West Virginia University. Katharine also
had a huge hand in the integration of graduate school in West Virginia. I feel like this would be a
good lesson to correlate with the reading.
The lesson plan that I have particularly in mind is set for the eighth graders whom I feel
will be able to do and easily accomplish this. A PowerPoint is what I feel would best for the
information that is given in this paper, but you can you any form of presentation medium that
you would feel worked best with your teaching style. In correlation to this presentation, you can
make a fill in the blank handout for the students. This will correlate with the presentation so that
not only will your students have to be engaged and read the presentation but there also won’t be

the drag of too many notes for students. Before class if the you choose to do so, you can assign
(or random assign at the end of class) someone to pass their notes to be scanned for the students
who have missed that day. This gives students the accountability that they need to do their work.
You, the English teacher, can use this during your class if you want to give a background or you
can speak to your colleague teaching social studies to find a correlation to double up on this idea
together. If you feel that you need to have more information in the presentation, then add point
about Katharine Johnson and Dorothy Vaughan to bring it back to fully showing the connection
to the assigned reading. I feel that this plan can also be executed in one lesson or if you would
like to, stretch it into multiple sections.
Either way this would be a great addition to either history or English class settings. This
can also give the students a broader understanding in how we got to where we are as well as the
hardships that Katharine and Dorothy went through to get to their point of working with NACA
(to be later called NASA). You can edit and produce this into something that you feel would be
better suited for your teaching style if you wish to do so. Everyone teaches and learns along
different scales, ways, and mediums. Have fun with it!
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